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Tablo 4-tuner over-the-air dvr review

A free air TV watches live TV for free as a cable cutter. What if you're not here to watch something live? Cable and satellite providers offer DVR devices and services to their subscribers, but what can cable cutters do? Simple: you can get an OTA DVR. And when it comes to OTA DVRs, few brands come across as much as the
Whiteboard. The board of the devices have focused on air TV from the beginning, and their latest and best offer is the Quad Whiteboard. As the name suggests, the Quad board boasts 4 TVs. That's a lot of tuners! Do you need so much OTA DVR in your life? I'm going to try to answer that Cordcutting.com the Quad Board. Whiteboard
Quad overview Device In a box, clockwise from top: Whiteboard Quad OTA DVR, power adapter and Ethernet cable. There is also a registration card and user manual (not pictured). The Quad board is a sporty look that is quite similar to that of his little brother, The Dual Board. The quad is therefore slightly more curved than the Board of
the older four-way model, the extremely creatively named Board 4-Tuner OTA DVR (although this one was not a bad device either). The Quad board is larger than the Dual Whiteboard, and the Whiteboard has chosen to spend extra space in a rectangle rather than a larger square. In addition to being wider than the Dual Board, the Quad
board is slightly deeper and slightly higher. Side by side: The Quad Board (left) and the Dual Board Around the back are familiar entrances. For the uniniciated, these are: the coaxial plug for the USB antenna port for external storage Ethernet plug for included (hooray!) network cable A plug-in for the supplied 12V AC adapter Picture
courtesy Whiteboard There is also a reset button and Phillips-head screw. The latter holds on the cover of the internal slot of the hard drive – which is, unfortunately I tell you, empty on the new Quad OTA DVRs board. This is the BYO storage state, folks: you need to install the internal hard drive or connect the external hard drive yourself.
If I have one beef with The Whiteboard (and I have quite exactly one beef with The Whiteboard), it's that they seem so ready shipping devices without storage on board. To be fair, there are exceptions: you can now bypass the Dual Lite OTA DVR Board (which has no onboard storage space) in favor of the Dual 64GB OTA DVR board
(which has, uh, 64 GB of onboard storage). But it's kind of wild that you can even buy a DVR that can't, out of a box, actually record anything because it has nothing to record. Maybe this is a sign of the nisty nature of the OTA DVR market at the moment – perhaps many people who would buy such hardware have piles of unnecessary
hard drives hiding in drawers (yes, people, that's me). But you would think that The Whiteboard, which already emphasizes user-friendly canity and no doubt hopes to find new customers in a less tech-savvy demographic, wouldn't want to take this DIY Aesthetic. I think the Whiteboard is weird about saving the price. But even if The
Whiteboard were determined to sell a lot of devices without a hard drive, you'd think you could dump 32 gigs of flash memory, or something, so you could record at least a show or two while you're out, which your frustrated trip to Best Buy. With all this said, the Quad Board offers a great improvement in the form of its internal hard drive
slots. With a quick spin (quite small) Phillips head screwdriver, you can remove the hard disk cover on the underside of the device and scroll in the 2.5 SATA hard drive. The board will support up to 8 TB in storage (which is technically such a large storage), and you can place this storage either inside the device or outside. Inside, it's
obviously more aesthetically pleasurable. To be fair to the whiteboard here, it's actually kind of great for tech-savvy people: I have some 2.5 SATA hard drives in the desk drawer somewhere, and they are quite cheap online, so you can effectively get exactly as much storage as you want (and upgrade it as needed) while paying less if you
get an empty Quad board and add storage to it. Still, it's not something my mother will ever do, and I can't shake the feeling that it adds a layer of complexity and frustration that isn't in the service of the Whiteboard's wider popularity. Another frustrated wrinkle: The whiteboard does not support flash memory, so a little USB stick will not
work. This must be a hard drive. By the way, none of this was my problem: The board sent me a Quad board with a hard drive already installed 1 TB. These are the benefits of a high-power blogging lifestyle. The hard drive may not always be included in Tab's products, but I'm glad they gave me a network cable (yes, I have a million of
them, but it's annoying when companies cheaply on cables – look at you, Apple). The antenna is not included, but this is quite reasonable: how would The Whiteboard know what kind of antenna you need in your area? Besides, you can get antennas pretty cheap these days. If you're still trying to get your own, check out our guide to
finding the perfect antenna. There are no screens or controllers to worry about. It's not just that they weren't involved - it's dark that the Whiteboard doesn't really need them. Once the hardware is set up, you can forget about it somehow. You'll use other devices to access all the good things the board has to offer — it's all in the Whiteboard
app that we'll talk about in a minute. User experience Setting the board was a breeze. I unboxed it and, by the instructions, plugged a few things into it in order: my antenna, then external storage (actually, I got to skip this step because my device had my hard drive preinstalled), a network cable (with the other end in my router), and then a
power adapter. The Quad whiteboard can use Wi-Fi instead wired connection. The Wi-Fi setting is managed using another device, and the fairly simple procedure is described in the manual. When everything was plugged in, I set up my new Whiteboard app with the Whiteboard app. Tracking my new Tablet in the iOS app App White app
is quite user-friendly. Use it on a device that is connected to your home network, and it will show you a device board on that network. My board was connected to my router, so it popped up. Actually, two Whiteboard devices have rebounded, the other is my now unplugged Dual Board 64GB. Both of them were labeled an ordinary
Whiteboard, which seems ridiculous, but I figured out which one I wanted fast enough. Wi-Fi users will need to search for their device and jump to their personal Wi-Fi whiteboard network to show it to your home network. The process is simple – when it works. For me, the process was frustrating. My board repeatedly failed to throw the
Wi-Fi network I could detect on the iPhone. When I finally managed to connect to The Tab and enter the necessary information about the home network, I got the message failed to connect. Luckily, this turned out to be a lie, and my whiteboard was available on Wi-Fi after that. Connecting your device To a Wi-Fi network includes
connecting your phone to your own Wi-Fi whiteboard network. It was supposed to be simple, but it gave me some trouble. Anyway, when I picked out The Whiteboard, I walked into my location and scanned for channels. The board seemed to pick up more or less the same things as my TV, which makes sense, because television should
be the most important factor out there (however, The Whiteboard's tuners seem to give up on weak shows more easily than my TV set – more on that in the next section). When everything is connected, the device was connected to the home network and the channels scanned, the whiteboard was fully set up. You could use the
Whiteboard app to stream live TV from the antenna/Whiteboard installation, and it could record programs and play your own recordings. I liked the live TV setup. The whiteboard TV guide (subscription service – see Price) is an obvious improvement over the ordinary old guide-less air TV. On my Roku remote (though not on an iPhone), I
could hit up or down to see the mini-guide inside my screen without leaving the channel that I'd already watched. It actually meant I could surf the canals, which is huge for me. Surfing channels is the experience that streaming services most torment for replicating, and that's a big part of why I like over-the-air TV. The whiteboard converts
OTA into streaming video and adds streaming service benefits, but doesn't lose the OTA channel-surfing appeal, and I like that. Live TV Guide interface in the iOS whiteboard app. Making TV shows and movies with The Tablet is a breeze. There are some ways to access the program page and view recording options. On the screen
guide, you can touch the programme or find this in one of the Menu categories of The Whiteboard (Prime Time, TV Shows, Movies, and Sports). You can also search within each category (there seems to be no way to find everything at once, so it's better to know whether your program is a movie or a TV show). Tap the REC button on the
series page to see the options. You can also scroll down to see a list of episodes that will soon be checked out, each with its own REC buttons for individual recording episodes. (iOS app displayed) When you're on the program page, you'll have known DVR options. You can record individual episodes, all episodes, or new episodes. When
you record programs, they will be stored in the Recordings menu, which is available from the Whiteboard app's main menu. The recording menu is additionally organized by the familiar categories TV shows, Movies and Sport, as well as The Latest, and Guide. Handheld clips are all clips you make while you don't pay for whiteboard tv
guide services. They won't have descriptive information. Without a subscription to the Guide Guide Service, you'll have the Basic Whiteboard service. You'll still have a TV guide, but with just one day of information instead of two weeks. You won't have a cover or you'll be able to record things after the series. Quality streaming In general, I
was quite impressed by the whiteboard quality of streaming. Whenever my antenna signal was strong, my Quad board matched that power with smooth streaming. Of course, if you don't notice a strong signal with your antenna, you'll see that antenna choppiness on the flow version of the same source, but it's not The Whiteboard's fault. I
noticed that The Whiteboard would display a black screen — no signal — for channels that were particularly weak, while other TV sets I had would display (luxurious, weak) signals. I also got a weak channel from the Board for the first time, but when I later (in better weather conditions) scanned again, I got everything I expected. In the
end, I don't have a real clear feeling that I'm getting fewer channels on The Board than I would have with a regular antenna setting – and I really shouldn't, because it should be the antenna that determines this – but it used to look a little more vertical. I wasn't impressed with the quality of the streaming that my Quad board delivered via Wi-
Fi. Things got much more choppier relative to the wire connection, and the quality issues were enough to disrupt the viewing experience. This was true even when I lowered the chances of quality streaming in the settings of the Whiteboard app. I had problems with both my iPhone and my Roku TV (and my Roku TV was wired to my
router, so the problems were pretty clear with Quad's Whiteboard Wi-Fi connection). The exception was recorded programming, which was streaming unsue via Wi-Fi. For those who will use their Quad board mainly DVR (instead of sending live OTA TV to a different streaming device), Wi-Fi issues won't be a big deal. For those who are
more interested in live TV, wi-fi problems are a real weakness. On Wi-Fi, The Whiteboard sometimes shows a blank screen claiming to have a weak signal on a given channel. To me, it meant that the fault was on the antenna, but it wasn't true: when I pluged in the Ethernet cable, the channel started to go on again. It's the whiteboard's
Wi-Fi signal, not the antenna and channel that caused the problem. There's another way to stream the OTA TV over the whiteboard and it's off the grid. If you change the setting in the Whiteboard app, you can access the board over the Internet. I found that this worked pretty well until the board itself still had a wire connection to the home
network end of things. I can turn off the quality of streaming to make things more manageable, but I didn't have to. The Tablo platform support works through the Tablo app, so its support for the platform is critical to its appeal. Good news: You can get the Whiteboard app for a tone of different platforms. The Whiteboard app is available for



Roku, Fire TV, Apple TV, Android TV (Nvidia Shield, etc.) and (via other applications) Chromecast. It's also available on iOS and Android mobile devices (including tablets and smartphones) that you can use with chromecast. That means impressive platform support for The Whiteboard. The Quad Board Price has an IFRS of $199.99. If
you want to get the most out of this, you'll also want to subscribe to the whiteboard's TV guide – without a GUIDE, it's hard to know what you're actually recording or find the right clip to watch later. The TV guide service costs $4.99 a month, or the price drops slightly to $149.99 on the Quadu board for $149.99 to $149.99 price on The
Quadu. The TiVo Bolt OTA, for example, will cost you $249.99 (the Bolt OTA comes with 1 TB on board storage, and you can get a 1 TB 2.5 SATA hard drive on Amazon for about $50, so do the math). Whether $200 is something a person would spend on a device designed to add features to content that you can already get for free is
another question and one that could be addressed to the entire OTA DVR industry. With that in mind, the most intimidating Whiteboard competitor out there may actually be an Amazon Fire TV Revamp that costs more - $229.99 for a 500 GB model - but it can boast all of the fire TV platforms' typical streaming functionality. If you want to
buy an OTA DVR for less, The Whiteboard has other options, including the Dual 64GB board, which I reviewed here at Cordcutting.com last year. Dual 64 GB board costs $179.99 and Dual Board (not included storage) costs $139.99. The Verdict Quad OTA DVR is a competent device that works with a wonderful app. His only big
weakness is his struggles with Wi-Fi streaming. If you are looking for an OTA DVR that you will wire into your router (which in my opinion is the right way to go about the OTA DVR setting anyway), I think the Quad Board is a great choice. If you need to have an OTA DVR on Wi-Fi, you might want to look elsewhere — or consider the
possibility that you shouldn't even get an OTA DVR. And if you don't get an OTA DVR, I'm not sure I'm blaming you. It's a $200 device that will cost you another $5 a month to use, and it's fair to ask if it's really worth it. It's not just the Whiteboard problem: TiVo needs to take care of it too. OTA DVRs make the OTA experience better, no
doubt, but the value for the dollar is open to discussion. For those who have a budget for it and a place that is available near their router, the quad board OTA DVR is a joy. This turbo-charged free TV over the air and fits perfectly into a larger cable cutting fun settings. Setup.
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